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Abstract— This paper presents the effect of constant network
delay on the performance of a control system (Speed control
of DC Motor). Semi distribution and Full distribution are
two categories of Networked Control Systems and we will
investigate the response of our control system in both of
these configurations. By proper optimization of PID controller
parameters we can be able to get the optimum performance
even in the networked control systems. In the end a speed
control experiment is carried out on a real MAXON DC motor
with a network delay inserted. Results show that we can control
DC motor (a system) in the presence of network delays by
intelligently tuning PID controller gains.

I. INTRODUCTION

“Networked control systems (NCS) research lies primarily
at the intersection of three research areas: control sys-
tems, communication networks and information theory, and
computer science. Networked control systems research can
greatly benefit from theoretical developments in information
theory and computer science. The main difficulties in merg-
ing results from these different fields of study have been the
differences in emphasis in research so far. In information the-
ory, delays in the transmitted information are not of central
concern, as it is more important to transmit the message ac-
curately even though this may involve sometimes significant
delays in transmission. In contrast, in control systems delays
are of primary concern. Delays are much more important
than the accuracy of the transmitted information due to the
fact that feedback control systems are quite robust to such
inaccuracies.” [1] Communication delays occur within the
wireless sensor actuator network (WSAN) which degrades
the stability of control system. Classical control theory does
not solve these problems faced due to network delays and
packet losses. Distributed system consists of process and
controller that are physically separated but they are connected
via a network so we get more flexibility to use cheaper
hardware, off-the-shelf Ethernet networks and the internet
can be used. If we study this system from control theory
pint of view we can see that there will be network delays
incorporated within the distributed system. The measurement
and control signals are sent over the wireless link. NCS are
distributed real-time control systems consisting of the plant,
sensors, controllers, actuators, and a shared data network that
is used for communication between the components of the
system [2].
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In this paper we will first see the effect of bounded feedback
delay on response of semi distributed and fully distributed
control system. Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) con-
troller designed for a process having zero network delay can
also be used for the same process in NCS if controller gains
are properly optimized. Our system is a DC motor and we are
performing the experiment of speed control of DC motor in
NCS. Moreover the effect of constant network delay on the
process is studied and the system performance is optimized
for the NCS.

II. NCS CATEGORIES

In distributed systems the controller and process are
physically separate and connected with a network. The
measurement and control signals are sent over the network.
We can divide WSAN into two categories: Fully distributed
NCS (FD-NCS) and Semi distributed NCS (SD-NCS).

The structure of FD-NCS is shown in Fig. 1. We can see
that in this case both sensor and actuator are communicating
with controller via a network. Measurement signals are
coming from the sensor towards controller facing a network
delay called sensor to controller delay τsc while control
signals are sent from controller to actuator facing a network
delay called controller to actuator delay τca, so we are getting
two network delays in the loop of FD-NCS. Controller
compares the delayed information y(t − τsc) received from
sensor with reference input r(t). We can write e(t) as e(t) =
r(t) − y(t − τsc − τca). u(t) is the controller output signal
sent into the network, actuator receives this signal after some
delay, so the signal received by actuator is u(t− τsc).

Fig. 1. Fully distributed networked control system.

NCS can also be semi distributed as shown in Fig. 2,
here we can see the there is no delay between controller
and actuator. In this case only the measurement signal is
facing a delay τsc while the control signal is not facing any
delay. Both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 describe simple NCS, NCS
can be very complex in which many sensors, actuators and
controllers communicate with each other wirelessly.

III. DELAYS IN NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS

There are several sources of delays in NCS. Not only
the network dynamics affect the total delay, but also the



Fig. 2. Semi distributed networked control system.

signal processing and computational delays that depend on
the scheduling policies should be taken into account. The net-
work could also be exposed to failures, which would increase
the delay variance. Furthermore, if all the components of the
NCS are time-driven, there is an additional synchronization
delay, because the components have to wait until the next
sample instant until they can act [4], [5]. For example, the
controller might receive a measurement from the plant 0.1
hour after the measurement is made, but it would have to
wait until the next sample instant until the control signal
would be transmitted to the actuator, which again would
wait until the next sample instant before actuation of the
control command. Network modeling is in many cases a
prerequisite for control design. There are several models
available for network delays depending on the network
type and protocols used. Generally applicable network delay
models are considered in [2], where three different models
are discussed. These are constant delays; random delays
that are independent from transmission to transmission; and
finally random delay with probability distributions governed
by an underlying Markov chain. It is also suggested that
the computational delays could be embedded in these delay
models [3].

A. PID Controllers

Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller is an
efficient tool to deal with real control world problems. Fig.
3 shows the general description of PID used in closed loop
system. In this description, P (s) is the process transfer
function, r(t) is the reference input signal to the closed loop
system, e(t) is the error signal input signal for controller,
u(t) is the controller output or input signal for process
and y(t) is the output of the system. The control action
is performed on the error signal. For a PID controller, this
action is can be written as

u(t) = kpe(t) + ki

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ + kd
de(t)
dt

,

where kp is the proportional gain, ki is the integral gain
and kd is the derivative gain. These terms in a standard PID
controller do the following. Proportional term is a type of
all pass gain factor and applies on all frequencies in error
signal. The effect of Integral action is more prominent on
low frequencies of error signal thus it is used to eliminate
the steady state error. Derivative action provides high fre-
quency compensation and thus useful for improving transient
response.

Fig. 3. PID controller [6].

IV. NETWORK DELAYED MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

We now study the motion control problem for a motor
connected to the controller through a network that induces
constant delays. We study the control problem in both SD-
and FD-NCS configurations. To begin with, we use the
standard model for a DC motor given by

Jθ̈(t) + Bθ̇(t) = Kti(t),
Li̇(t) + Ri(t) = V (t)−Keθ̇(t),

where the various symbols are explained in the table below.
Using Laplace transform, the transfer function of the model
is given by

G(s) =
θ̇(s)
V (s)

=
ηKe

(Ls + R)(Js + B) + ηK2
e

,

where θ̇ denotes the angular speed (rad/sec) of the motor
shaft and V denotes the voltage (volts) applied to it.

We will present the simulation result for both SD-NCS
and FD-NCS in this section. Simulation is done using
Matlab/Simulink. Our process is DC motor and there is a
wheel attached to this motor, our task is to control the speed
of the motor. The specifications of the motor are given below.

Parameter Symbol Value

Inertia of Motor plus wheel J 0.0042
Electric time constant te 1.55
Armature resistance Ra 5.5
Armature inductance La = teRa

Viscous friction B 0
Motor back EMF constant Ke 0.0630
Efficency η 0.75
Motor torque constant Kt = Keη

Based on the above data, the transfer function of the motor
is calculated as

θ̇(s)
V (s)

=
1.32

s2 + 0.6452s + 0.08314
.

We use the following design specification. The motor should
reach its final commanded value with rise time equal to
20 sec and settling time equal to 25 sec. Overshoots and
undershoots should be less than or equal to 1% of its steady
state value. We start our design by justifying the use of
various terms in our PID controller.



A. Why not to use derivative action

Derivative performs the opposite effect to that of inte-
gration. Phase lag created by the integration action can
be compensated by derivative action. The perception about
derivative action that it improves the transient response and
stability is not always true. The effect of derivative action on
2nd order system is sometimes worse than first order system
[8]. In the case when ki = 0, phase lag can be shown to be
[7] ∠(1+jωTd) = tan−1(ωTd) ∈ [0, π/2] for all frequencies
ω of input signal to the controller. So it inclines to increase
the phase margin of the system. But an increase in gain also
takes place due to derivative action and this gain factor is
given by

|1 + jωTdω| =
√

1 + ω2T 2
d > 1,∀ω.

Thus overall stability may be improved or degraded. We can
say that the derivative action provides a sort of anticipatory
action, for a step input we will get an impulse. Derivative
action provides a high gain to high frequency signal like unit
step and this thing can cause system to become unstable.
Usually, the effect of measurement noise and high frequency
problem can be solved by replacing the term kds by kds

1+Tf s ,
which can be interpreted as an ideal derivative of a low-pass
filtered signal. For small frequencies, the transfer function is
approximately kds and for large s it is equal to kd/Tf . The
approximation acts as a derivative for low-frequency signals
and as a constant gain for high-frequency signals, in this
way we can get remedies to become system unstable. The
filtering time is chosen as Tf = kd/Nkp, where the value of
N is chosen in the range between 2− 20 [6].

Let us check if the derivative term is relevant to our
model. Since we are only analyzing the derivative ac-
tion, we set ki = 0. Note that the loop gain G(s) :=
GPID(s)Gsc(s)G(s)Gca(s) for a FD-NCS is given by

kp(1 + Tds)e−τscs ηKe

(Ls + R)(Js + B) + ηK2
e

e−τcas.

We first calculate the magnitude of the loop gain |G(jω)| as

ηkpKe

√
1 + T 2

d ω2√
(ω2L2 + R2)(ω2J2 + B2)− 2ηK2

e (ω2JL−RB) + η2K4
e )

.

We then search for a choice of kp and Td for which |G(jω| >
1 for all ω. However, it is clear from the above expression
that it is a monotonically decreasing function that goes down
to zero for large values of ω. In particular, the loop gain
becomes less than one for ω >

ηkpKeTd

LJ , regardless of the
choice of kp and Td. Now we need to see if the phase
margins is improved. The phase of the loop gain is given by
tan−1(ωTd)− (τsc + τca)ω + Θ2(ω), where Θ2(ω) denotes
the phase response of a 2nd order system, which is well
known to be a phase lag, starting from 0◦ down to −180◦.
Therefore, the addition of the derivative term only degrades
the phase margin further and offers no improvement. These
observations for phase and gain margin collectively call for
an omission of the derivative term in the PID controller.
Hence, we only use a PI controller in our design.

B. Simulations for SD-NCS
After implementing the DC motor model in Simulink we

used a PI (Proportional Integral) controller in closed loop in
order to fulfill the above mentioned requirement. A Simulink
block was built for our experiment on speed control of DC
motor in an SD-NCS setting. Network transport delay is
highlighted in Fig. 3. In the Fig. we can see that we are
controlling the speed of DC motor using PI controller. PI
controller, which is designed for normal working condition
with no delay in feedback can be used in this distribution
by optimizing its gains. PI controller gains are as follows:
Kp= 0.5203; Ki= 0.1168; The simulation results with zero
feedback delay are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. SD-NCS controller simulated using MATLAB Simulink with a
network delay of zero seconds.

Fig. 5. SD-NCS controller simulated using MATLAB Simulink with a
network delay of two seconds.

It is clear that PI controller is optimized for zero feedback
delay and therefore we are getting the results out within
our requirements. Now we will play with this model by
introducing the feedback delay and correspondingly observe
its response. Fig. 5 shows the input output speed plot of DC
motor after introducing the constant network transport delay
of 2 Sec.

We can see in Fig. 5 that after a network delay of 2 sec
in feedback path we are not meeting our requirements as for
as the percentage overshoot is concerned. During first step
input at zero sec. is 1000 rpm but DC motor overshoots up to
1064 rpm which is 6.4% of 1000rpm so overshoot is greater
than 1%. So it is clear that by introducing network delay we
get overshoots in our response and system tries to become
unstable if this delay is increased further.

Now we will optimize the PI controller gains kp and ki

such that the system performance will be within the require-
ment limits as described previously. The previous controller



parameters are optimized in new settings by using output
constraint block of the Simulink we built. We specify our
output signal requirement in this block and afterwards this
block will calculate the optimized controller gains according
to our requirement.

The new optimized gains for PI controller are: kp =
0.5241, ki = 0.0902. Fig. 6 shows the input output speed of
DC motor in SD-NCS with constant feedback delay of 3 sec.
We can see that now after optimizing the PI controller we
are getting the output response within specified requirement
limits.

Fig. 6. Optimized PI Controller performance τsc = 3sec.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the variations in kp and ki with
respect to network delay, we can see that general trend is
to increase kp and decrease ki with the increase of network
delay. These variations for the PI controller can be used to
control the speed of DC motor.

Fig. 7. Optimized values of kp against network delay in an SD-NCS.

Fig. 8. Optimized values of ki against network delay in an SD-NCS.

C. Simulations for FD-NCS

Now we will do the same experiment in FD-NCS and
see the effect of FD-NCS on system (speed control of DC
motor). After this we will optimize our PI controller gains in
FD-NCS in order to get the response within our requirement

limits. The architecture of DC motor present in FD-NCS is
similar to architecture in SD-NCS but with an addition of a
network delay in forward path.

The initial control gains are same as follows: kp = 0.5203,
ki = 0.1168. The plot of input output response for zero
network delay i.e. τsc = 0sec and τca = 0sec is similar as
shown in Fig. 4, but when we introduce the network delay
for example τsc = 2sec and τca = 2sec. The net result is
shown in Fig. 9. We can see that the output of the system
is affected worse in FD-NCS than an SD-NCS for the same
network delay of 2 seconds.

Fig. 9. FD-NCS controller simulated with various values of τsc and τca.

Fig. 10. FD-NCS optimized controller simulated with τsc = 2.5sec and
τca = 2.5sec.

This can easily be judged by comparison of Fig. 9 and
Fig. 5. It is clear from Fig. 9 that the system is affected
worse when network delay is increased from 2 seconds to
2.8 seconds, so we can guess that how badly a control
system is affected by the network delays but we will see that
proper optimization of PI controller will provide us remedy
from this situation. The output response of speed control of
DC motor in FD-NCS with constant network delay of 2.5
seconds after optimization of PI controller is shown in Fig.
10. PI controller is optimized in the same way as described
in previous section for SD-NCS. We get the following PI
controller gains: kp = 0.5258 and ki = 0.0761.

It is more difficult to meet the requirements in FD-
NCS because we are facing two delays, sensor to controller
delay τsc and controller to actuator delay τca but by proper
optimization of PI controller we can see that response of the
system is better in Fig. 10. In a FD-NCS the output is facing
a constant lag in response and this is because of controller
to actuator delay τca.



The variation of PI controller gains kp and ki verses
network delay in a fully distributed environment is shown
in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. As we can see that the general
trend shows that kp increases and ki decreases by increasing
the network delay in order to the response within our
requirements.

Fig. 11. Optimized kp values for network delay in FD-NCS.

Fig. 12. Optimized ki values for network delay in FD-NCS.

V. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT

In order to have a real taste of above theory, an experiment
was carried out on a DC motor. For this purpose Swiss made
MAXON DC motor(47.022.022−00.19−189) is used. Speed
control algorithm is implemented in Simulink/MATLAB,
real time windows target (RTWT) environment. National
Instruments (NI), data acquisition card model PCI-6221 is
used for this purpose.

A. Specifications
DAQ (data acquisition card) used is NI PCI-6221, it is

16 bit with maximum sampling rate of 250KS/s. For I/O
interface, DAQ card inserted in PCI slot of computer is
connected through a cable to a connector board NI-SCC 68.
This board has got numbers of I/O pins both analog and
digital.

B. Hardware Configuration
Overall hardware is placed in configuration depicted by

Fig. 13. In Simulink/MATLAB, Real Time Workshop tool
is used. Sampling rate is set as 20 kilo samples per second.
Without any network delay one can imagine a configuration
without delaying component in configuration shown in Fig.
15. Blocks with dark green colours are sub blocks lumped
together containing controller and feedback calculations.
Blocks with light green (cyan) colour are digital input/digital
output blocks taken from RTW library. All parameters like
sampling rate, specific I/O pin, initial and final voltage values
are set through these blocks.

Fig. 13. Overall hardware setup.

C. Network Delay Addition in Feedback Path

Next step is to add in network delay in either of the feed
forward or feedback paths. Best option found while working
in Simulink enviroment is to add in a UDP protocol. As
RTW library supports such blocks. A strategy is built in a
way that data received from optical encoder sensor is sent
to another PC through campus LAN and is directed back to
same computer. This procedure created a significant amount
of delay needed to check our theory. Overall configuration
in this case is like Fig. 14:

Fig. 14. Network inserted hardware setup.

Packets are directed from one IP address to other
IP address through routers and are received back. In
Simulink/MATLAB same strategy is built and is depicted
in Fig. 15. Here yellow blocks are packet input/output taken
from RTW library. Orange block is the transport delay which
can be added in order to increase delay value.

Fig. 15. Block Diagram.

D. Results

1) Without any Network Delay: In order to control the
speed of motor, an optical encoder is attached to the shaft of



motor, which outputs pulses as the slit, inside the encoder,
cuts in. Number of slits give number of pulses per revolution.
Pulses are received through DAQ card and are counted after
every 0.05 seconds and they are compared with the desired
pulses per 0.05 seconds. Accordingly control action reduces
or widens duty cycle of PWM to motor. If there is no delay
in the complete loop then satisfactory results are achieved,
motor was forced to rotate its shaft at 70 revolutions per
second and it is depicted in Fig. 16. Kp,Ki,Kd are tuned
after several tests, Kp = 0.00001,Ki = 5 and Kd = 0 are
set here.

Fig. 16. Motor Speed Control.

2) With Network Delay: Data received from encoder is
packetized and sent to a PC at different IP address under
UDP protocol and received back as described before. Fig.17
shows behavior of controller with same PI parameters. Con-
troller is still stable as the network delay is not very large.
Some spikes are present in Fig. 17, reason behind this is the
packet drop as protocol is UDP. So here network delay is
0.018 seconds and transport delay is 0 seconds. So in total,
delay is 0.018 seconds. Now increasing delay by adding
some value to transport delay. Fig. 18 shows behavior of
controller with same PI parameters. Controller is completely
unstable. Network delay is 0.011 seconds and transport delay
is 0.1 seconds. So in total, delay is 0.111 seconds.

Fig. 17. Motor Speed Control.

Now with the help of our results presented in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8, parameters of PI controller are tuned accordingly.
With Kp = 0.00005 and Ki = 3, simulations shows we
have successfully achieved stability. Fig. 19 describes time
difference between pulses sent and received. Fig. 19 shows
network delay is 0.023 seconds and transport delay is 0.1
seconds. So in total, delay is 0.123 seconds.

Fig. 18. Motor Speed Control.

Fig. 19. Pulses sent and received.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

FD-NCD and SD-NCS are two configurations of net-
worked control systems. In both categories, network delays
result in decreasing the phase margin and increasing the
the overshoots from the desired steady state value, ulti-
mately driving the system to instability. This problem can
be resolved by optimization of PID controller gains. We
observe that the derivative term of the PID only worsens
the performance of a typical second order system. There-
fore, by optimizing the gains of PI controller, the control
system becomes more robust even in a networked control
setting. Experimental results verify the strategy set through
simulations, for the case of speed control of a DC motor.
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